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Harvesting-Aware Optimal Communication Scheme for
Infrastructure-Less Sensing

LUKAS SIGRIST, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
REHAN AHMED, Information Technology University, Pakistan
ANDRES GOMEZ, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
LOTHAR THIELE, ETH Zurich, Switzerland

Sensing systems for long-term monitoring constitute an important part of the emerging Internet of Things.
In this domain, energy harvesting and infrastructure-less communication enable truly autonomous and
maintenance-free operation of sensor nodes gathering long-term environmental data. Due to the infrastructure-
less nature of the communication receivers are not always available. The variable energy provided by the
environment and the receiver’s mobility lead to non-deterministic node availability. In this work, we study
infrastructure-less data transmission schemes to optimize communication when both senders and receivers
exhibit intermittent behavior. We rely on the notion of data utility, describing the importance of sensed data
to the receiver, to determine an optimal communication scheme. Deriving the communication policy that
maximizes the utility of the received data is shown to be a convex optimization problem. The resulting scheme
is implemented and validated on a batteryless Bluetooth Low Energy sensor node that communicates to
commodity smartphones. Our evaluation demonstrates that the model accurately captures the application
scenario with a maximum Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) of less than 0.016 in data reception probability.
The communication scheme’s adaptiveness to variable harvesting conditions is experimentally demonstrated
under varying harvesting conditions and is shown to significantly increase the data utility.
CCS Concepts: • Information systems → Mobile information processing systems; • Computer sys-
tems organization→ Sensor networks; Sensors and actuators; •Hardware→ Sensor applications and
deployments.

Additional KeyWords and Phrases:Wireless Sensing, Optimization, EnergyHarvesting, Batteryless, Infrastructure-
Less, Internet of Things
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1 INTRODUCTION
Networked sensing systems are widely used for long-term monitoring of our natural or built
environment, personal health, assets, mobility, and many more. While specializing on diverse
sensing methodologies and applications, they all accumulate time-dependent sensor information
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and extract information from received data. Whereas in some scenarios, processing and transmitting
the most recent data point is sufficient, the availability of longer time series of data is usually
requested and necessary for the end user.

We consider long-term monitoring with sensor nodes that target a persistent and maintenance
free deployment. These sensors record and locally accumulate environment data, such as tem-
perature, humidity, soil moisture, etc. The sensed data is transmitted to mobile receivers in the
vicinity, prioritizing the data most relevant/important to the receivers. To this end, the importance
of data is modeled and quantified as a function of its age. The objective is sending a selection of the
sensed data that maximizes the usefulness of the data accumulated on the receiver end. Targeting a
persistent and maintenance free operation (deploy-and-forget scenario), a suitable communication
scheme achieving this goal has to be found. At the same time such a scheme has to consider the
specific requirements of the scenario.

An infrastructure-less communication scheme is required to not rely on deploying and managing
any stationary communication or energy supply infrastructure. This facilitates the deployment,
operation and long-term maintenance of the sensor network considerably. For long-term operation
the system needs to operate autonomously for extended periods of up to several decades. Scalability
of the communication scheme is demanded to allow deployment of many sensors in parallel and to
guarantee reception of relevant information with a large number of receivers. These requirements
heavily constrain our design and lead to the design choices presented in the following. The mobility
of the receiver is a direct consequence of the infrastructure-less requirement, since any static data
collection device is considered infrastructure.

Energy harvesting is seen as a key enabler for long-term, energy neutral operation [3]. However,
the typical combination of harvesting with batteries is limited due to their finite recharge cycles [44].
To guarantee long-term operation, we design our sensor nodes in linewith the new class of batteryless
devices, which use an energy buffer in form of a capacitor only as in [2, 14, 29]. Though these systems
promise virtually unlimited lifetimes, their operation is highly dependent on the environment.
The resulting variability in both timing and energy requires our solution to tolerate and adapt to
non-deterministic sensor node execution rates.
To satisfy the scalability requirement, we rely on broadcast-based communication, where the

sensor nodes advertise data to nearby receivers without employing any request or acknowledgment
based scheme. The reason for this design choice is two fold. Firstly, maintaining a network with
batteryless devices is infeasible, as this would require some minimum service level, which cannot be
guaranteed in these systems. Consequently, this rules out bidirectional communication schemes in
the considered scenario. Secondly, requests and/or acknowledgments do not scale to many receivers
with potentially conflicting data requirements. For these reasons, sensor nodes, henceforth referred
to as sensor beacons, only broadcast a selection of sensed data. The unidirectional communication
scheme preserves the privacy of the receivers. Neither a sensor beacon, nor other devices can detect
the existence of a receiver.

To find an optimal data selection strategy, we introduce the notion of data utility that combines
the concept of aging of information [16, 43] and the total amount of accumulated data. The challenge
in finding the selection strategy that maximizes this data utility stems from the uncertainty in two
different fronts. Firstly, the selection has to adapt to the non-deterministic activation intervals of
batteryless devices that affect the rate at which sensing and transmitting is performed, thus altering
the selection of data values providing maximal data utility to receivers. Secondly, mobile receivers
are only intermittently within broadcasting range. To maximize the data utility they receive, it is
therefore important to incorporate their behavior into the optimization by modeling their listening
characteristics. This work is the first to address both of these problems simultaneously and derive
the optimal communication scheme. More specifically, we summarize our contributions as follows:
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• We propose a receiver-centric communication model for infrastructure-less monitoring in
non-deterministic environments with batteryless sensors and stochastic receivers.
• We maximize the receivers’ data utility by solving the corresponding convex optimization
problem determining the optimized sender-side data selection strategy. This represents the
first work to optimize the communication policy for infrastructure-less monitoring with
batteryless systems.
• Based on a pool of optimized communication policies, we derive a run-time mechanism that
adapts to dynamic environmental conditions with negligible overhead.
• We design a harvesting aware batteryless sensor node, implement the proposed communica-
tion scheme on top of it, and provide an extensive evaluation that confirms the suitability of
the presented models and methods.

The real-world experiments demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method and confirm
that the run-time mechanisms are implemented with small overhead. With a maximal Root-Mean-
Square Error (RMSE) of 0.0157 under controlled power conditions, the experimentally observed
data reception probabilities accurately match the theoretical values. The optimized communication
scheme is demonstrated to significantly outperform the baseline schemes in terms of data utility.
A final deployment under real-world conditions proves that our scheme successfully adapts the
communication policy to the harvesting conditions at run time.
The remainder is organized as follows: Section 2 covers related works. Section 3 introduces

the overall architecture and the communication model. In Section 4 the optimization problem is
formulated and solved, and Section 5 generalizes the model. The batteryless sensor design and
implementation of the communication scheme is discussed in Section 6. We experimentally evaluate
and validate the model in Section 7, and conclude in Section 8.

2 RELATED RESEARCH
Infrastructure-less sensing has been applied in different scenarios. This includes battery powered
wireless beacons for localization [8] and harvesting powered ambient sensor nodes [27]. Recent
batteryless applications include RF sensor tags that deployed cameras [29] or performed ambient
sensing [23]. All of these systems must address issues related to data management, in order to
decide what data to communicate. In addition, an appropriate communication scheme must be
selected in accordance to the underlying system architecture support. In the following, we address
works in these related fields.

Data Utility To abstract and quantify the usefulness of sensed and transmitted data, several
researchers have used the notion of data utility. The authors of [31] used data utility to optimize
adaptive sensing in wireless sensor networks. Kim et al. [22] applied the notion to data that
becomes obsolete after a fixed timeout, and made scheduling decisions to optimize this utility.
Hester et al. [16] introduced a specification language in order to formalize the age dependent utility
of data and to perform task scheduling decisions in batteryless sensing. An overview on the use
of data utility in information theoretical works [40] focused on offline and online schemes for
optimizing the throughput in energy harvesting systems with constrained energy buffers. A more
recent work in this domain [13] investigated optimal sampling and delay minimal communication
strategies for energy harvesting system in single user and broadcast scenarios.

Following the same idea of age of information, we rely on the notion of data utility to derive an
optimization formulation and determine the optimal communication strategy for infrastructure-less
sensing scenarios.

Data Compression Data utility can be maximized using compression, as the sensed data is
typically correlated in time and space. The compression allows for significant communication
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Fig. 1. The considered scenario consists of a batteryless sensor node monitoring the environment and
broadcasting (RF) data packets of 𝑁 sensor values to smartphones with listening intervals described by
distribution �̃�. The application specification �̃�spec describes the relative importance of individual data units.

energy savings with reasonable processing overhead [35]. The methods used in wireless sensor
network can be broadly grouped as follows [34]: entropy coding based compression [11], prediction
based compression [5], transformation based compression [26] or applying compressed sensing [9].
The communication scheme presented in the following leverages the low complexity Haar

wavelet transformation for lossy compression of long-term historical values.
Infrastructure-Less Communication Specialized communication schemes are required to

disseminate data without relying on any infrastructure like wires or base stations. In the area of delay
tolerant networks, researchers addressed the mobility on the sender and/or receiver side [24, 42].
The various data dissemination schemes proposed to handle the intermittent connectivity are
based on flooding or routing and make use of known or learned mobility patterns and neighbor
discovery [32, 39, 41]. Similarly, energy harvesting sensor networks employed flooding [20, 27] or
routing based schemes [25], relying on large batteries to mitigate the non-determinism in energy
availability. Typically, these systems adapted the communication and sensing rate jointly to the
harvesting conditions to sustain system operation [15, 38].
These techniques are not directly applicable to batteryless systems, as they rely on periodic

discovery and updates with neighboring nodes for dynamic forwarding and routing. We therefore
employ a broadcasting communication scheme.

Batteryless System Support The emerging class of batteryless systems avoids bulky batteries
as energy supply and solely relies on energy harvesting and small energy buffers such as superca-
pacitors. Numerous proposals focusing on node architecture challenges have been published. They
addressed the non-deterministic system operation by introducing state retention with periodic [33]
or event-driven state saving mechanisms [19]. Others used an energy-driven approach by providing
the energy in small, but guaranteed bursts and extending the hardware for more flexible energy
management such as [10, 29] and the concepts introduced in [14]. Furthermore, the problem of
persistent timekeeping has been addressed [17] and higher level abstraction for operating system
integration and data management have recently been proposed [4, 16].
The batteryless sensor developed as part of the presented work builds on the energy burst

principle introduced in [14]. Furthermore, a backup power domain is incorporated so that sensor
nodes do not loose the notion of time over long periods of energy unavailability, for example during
nighttime.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
First, we introduce the infrastructure-less communication scenario more formally in this section.
We state the models required for formulating the optimal communication problem, followed
by an architectural overview in which we introduce the different components of the proposed
communication scheme.

ACM Trans. Internet Things, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2020.
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Fig. 2. Examples of the relative importance specification �̃�spec for a few reference scenarios with difference
requirements.

3.1 Communication Scenario
We focus on a long-term infrastructure-less ambient monitoring scenario, as illustrated in Fig. 1:
a sensor node accumulates ambient sensor data and buffers them as timestamped data units in
non-volatile memory. The sensor node broadcasts a selection of 𝑁 data units per data packet, which
can be received by devices within its range. There may be several receivers active simultaneously
collecting this data. We consider smartphones as receiver devices, as they suit the infrastructure-less
sensing scenario very well.

The scenario supposes that a receiver values the availability of data depending on their age. To
this end, a specification vector �̃�spec is introduced that enables an application designer to specify
the relative importance of a data unit as a function of its age. Considering air quality monitoring
as an example, this could be reflected by a specification with an importance that decreases with
age, as represented by the logging specification shown in Fig. 2. For applications that provide
feedback or control based on the received data, typically only values up to a maximum age are
considered relevant, as is reflected by the step function of the feedback specification. For long-term
monitoring where the availability of a long history is of higher importance than detailed coverage,
a specification as presented by monitoring in Fig. 2 could be used: data units with a large interval
have higher importance, while the importance decreases for intermediate, finer granular data.
Similarly, the mobility of receivers is specified by a listening interval distribution �̃�. It charac-

terizes the duration a specific receiver is within the range of the sensor and able to receive data.
Examples for this specification are shown in Fig. 3. An office scenario reflecting the mobility of an
office worker, ameeting room scenario in which people are present for one or two hour meetings, or
a kitchen scenario in which people are either briefly dropping to get a coffee, or having an extended
lunch break.
The system specification (�̃�spec, �̃�, 𝑁 ) allows for a quantitative description of a scenario and

enables us to derive an optimized communication strategy for the sensor node. The exact objective
of the corresponding optimization problem, i.e., the exact notion of data utility used in this work,
is defined in Section 4.1.

3.2 Notation and Communication Model
We introduce a model that abstracts the considered infrastructure-less monitoring scenario. The
model consists of two parts: the sensor node, also referred to as sender, that transmits a selection of
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Fig. 3. Examples of receiver characteristics �̃� for three different scenarios.

the sensed data, and a (potentially large set of) device(s) referred to as receiver(s) that collect the
broadcast data.

Notation Throughout this paper, bold symbols are used to denote vectors and matrices and
subscripts denote individual elements of the vector or matrix. For instance, if X is a vector, 𝑋𝑖

denotes its 𝑖th element. In case X is a matrix, Xi denotes its 𝑖th row, and 𝑋𝑖, 𝑗 denotes the element in
its 𝑖th row and 𝑗 th column. For a discrete random variable Y, Y denotes the vector of probabilities,
whose 𝑖th element is the probability that Y is equal to 𝑖; i.e. 𝑌𝑖 = Pr(Y = 𝑖). 𝑌 ∗ denotes the largest
index 𝑖 for which 𝑌𝑖 ≠ 0. All time dependent model components are specified in terms of unit time
𝛿0 that defines the time granularity.

Sender The sender performs sense-process-transmit operations based on the principle of
energy bursts. Its operation is characterized by the following parameters:
𝛿 Integer specifying the time between sender activations, defined as a multiple of the

base time unit 𝛿0. For the presentation of the model and the optimization we assume
that 𝛿 = 1, i.e., the activation interval corresponds to the base time unit 𝛿0. This can
be generalized to arbitrary 𝛿 as discussed in Section 5.1.

𝑁 Size of a data packet in number of data units.
𝐸activation Energy required per sensor node activation. This is the sum of the energy to sense a

new data unit 𝐸sense, buffer management and data selection for transmit 𝐸process, and
sending one data packet of 𝑁 data units 𝐸send.

pwrin Input power available to the sensor node. This is the harvesting power actually avail-
able after accounting for transducer, conversion, energy management, and storage
inefficiencies.

Given these parameters, the following condition on the average input power p̂wrin must be
satisfied for sustainable sensor node operation:

p̂wrin ≥ 𝐸activation

𝛿 · 𝛿0 (1)

The interval 𝛿 has to be adapted accordingly by a run-time mechanism to satisfy the above condition.
The selection of the 𝑁 data units is determined by the probability vector 𝑷 . The individual 𝑃𝑖

specify the probability of including data that have been sensed at time 𝑖 · 𝛿 before the current time.
Receiver The receivers arrive at an unknown point in time and are active for a limited time only.

As introduced above, the individual probability of occurrence of the listing intervals is described
by vector �̃�. Furthermore, the specification �̃�spec states the relative importance of data units for
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Fig. 4. The overall architecture consists of an online harvesting aware data transmission scheme. The key
component is a pool of communication policies that are optimized offline based on a model for the infrastruc-
ture-less communication scenario.

a receiver. Depending on the activation interval described by 𝛿 , the specifications �̃�spec and �̃�
are rescaled to 𝑸spec and 𝑹. To understand why the rescaling is necessary, consider the following
example: if a sensor is activated every minute, the entries defined for [1, 2, . . . , 59] seconds of a
�̃�spec with second granularity are obsolete, since the corresponding data is never sensed. Therefore,
we need to adapt �̃�spec and �̃� based on activation interval 𝛿 . The details of this rescaling step are
explained in Section 5.1. For the assumption of 𝛿 = 1, the probability vectors 𝑹 and �̃�, and 𝑸spec and
�̃�spec are identical. The receiver side reception probability is encapsulated in 𝑸 , with its elements
𝑄𝑖 representing the probability of receiving a data unit that is 𝑖 · 𝛿 time units old. They depend on
both, the receiver characteristics 𝑹 and selection probabilities 𝑷 .
In the following, the sensor node architecture and its operation is detailed, followed by an

overview of the communication scheme optimization that is discussed in depth in Section 4.

3.3 Sensor Node Architecture
The detailed operations of the sensor node performed as part of an activation are illustrated in
the online part shown on the right in Fig. 4. The node starts with reading the ambient sensors and
timer and then stores these values as one data unit in a non-volatile buffer. In addition, aggregate
values like a compressed history are calculated in the update aggregates component. At the end of
an activation, the node broadcasts (RF ) a selection of 𝑁 data units. The data units to transmit are
selected in the packet selector unit according to the optimal selection policy 𝝆.

The optimal policy is dependent on the harvesting condition pwrin that dictates the time interval
between activations (1). Therefore, a policy pool is stored on the sensor node, containing optimal
policies for different activation intervals 𝛿 . At run time, a duty-cycle adaptation calculates the
activation interval that allows sustainable operation of the sensor and activates the corresponding
optimal policy 𝝆. The derivation of the optimal policy for individual intervals is done offline based
on the procedure outlined below.

3.4 Determination of the Policy Pool
The optimal communication policy depends on the system specifications (�̃�spec, �̃�, 𝑁 ) and the
current input power pwrin. An energy model of the sensor node is used to calculate the activation
interval 𝛿 that guarantees long-term sustainable operation for a constant input power pwrin.
The scaled specifications 𝑸spec and 𝑹 are passed together with the data packet size 𝑁 to the

model based optimization. This block solves the optimization formulation detailed in Section 4
and returns the resulting vector 𝑷 specifying the optimal probabilities of selecting data units of a
certain age. The probabilities are bin-packed to get individual probability mass functions for each
of the 𝑁 data slots of a packet. The resulting probability mass functions are summarized as the
optimal selection policy 𝝆 and used at run time to select the 𝑁 data units to be transmitted.

ACM Trans. Internet Things, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2020.
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The optimization flow of determining 𝛿 , rescaling �̃�spec and �̃�, finding the optimal probabilities 𝑷 ,
and determining 𝝆 by bin-packing 𝑷 , is repeated for several discrete power levels. The corresponding
set of optimal communication policies for different activation intervals 𝛿 define the policy pool
{(𝛿, 𝝆)} that is deployed on the sensor node.

4 OPTIMAL COMMUNICATION POLICY
Based on the specifications and the communication model introduced before, we derive the optimal
data selection policy. First, we formalize the notion of data utility that is serving as optimization
objective. We then analytically derive the probability 𝑄𝑖 of receiving data with an age of 𝑖 time
units. Subsequently, we present the convex optimization problem to determine the optimal sender
side data selection probability. Finally, the online data selection algorithm for implementing the
optimal communication policy is introduced.

4.1 Data Utility
The data utility accumulated for given values of 𝑸 and 𝑸spec is given by the following equation:

𝑈 (𝑸,𝑸spec) = min
𝑖∈{0,...,𝑄spec∗ }

{
𝑄𝑖/𝑄spec

𝑖

}
(2)

This utility formulation takes into account the relative importance 𝑸spec of data of a given age.
Higher values of 𝑄𝑖/𝑄spec

𝑖 mean that important data is received with higher probability. Note that
maximizing the above utility𝑈 (𝑸,𝑸spec) for a given 𝑸spec is identical to the following formulation:

maximize 𝛼 s.t. 𝑄𝑖 ≥ 𝛼 ·𝑄spec
𝑖 ∀𝑖 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 𝑄spec∗} (3)

i.e. determining a 𝑸 such that all its elements are no less than a maximally scaled version of 𝑸spec.

4.2 Probability of Data Reception
To derive the data reception probability 𝑄𝑖 we consider an introductory example. Let us examine a
receiver that is within the range of a sensor node for 3 time units, i.e., at times 0, 1, 2. After time 2
the receiver moves out of range and cannot receive further data packets. Furthermore, we assume
the sensor transmits one data packet every interval. To find the probability of having received data
of age 5 at least once when moving out of range, there are three cases to consider:

a) Data of age 3 is sent at time 0. In this case, the data ages for 2 time units on the receiver side
and therefore has an age of 5 when the receiver moves out of range.

b) Data of age 4 is sent at time 1 and ages for 1 time unit on the receiver side.
c) Data of age 5 is sent at time 2.

Each of these cases occurs with a specific probability that depends on the selection probabilities
𝑷 . The data reception probability 𝑄𝑖 of 𝑖 time units old data on the receiver side is influenced by
both, the receivers listening interval distribution 𝑹 and the data selection probabilities 𝑷 . For the
analytical derivation of𝑄𝑖 presented here, the communication link is assumed lossless for simplicity
reasons, even though the stochastic model allows integrating a packet reception probability.

To derive 𝑄𝑖 we look at the 𝑖 + 1 scenarios in which an 𝑖 time units old data unit is not received.
These scenarios are represented in Fig. 5: the enumerated gray nodes refer to the active time of the
receivers, while the double circled red nodes indicate the individual scenarios in which the 𝑖 time
units old data is not received. While active, receivers transitions horizontally from the circled initial
node to any of the gray nodes enumerated with the receivers’ active time. The double circled red
nodes are reached by vertical transitions referring to cases in which a receiver becomes inactive
after the number of intervals indicated by the label of its source node. The probability of a scenario
𝑠𝑖 is calculated by multiplying the probabilities indicated on the edges leading to that scenario. In

ACM Trans. Internet Things, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2020.
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Fig. 5. Enumeration of the scenarios where 𝑖 time unit old data is not received (𝑠0, ..., 𝑠𝑖 ).

the first scenario 𝑠0, a receiver is active for exactly one time unit and the sender has not selected the
𝑖th data for transmission. The probability of this scenario is (1 − 𝑃𝑖 ) · 𝑅0. Scenario 𝑠1 encapsulates
the situation where a receiver is active for exactly two time units and the sender does not transmit
the 𝑖th data unit at time 0 and the (𝑖 − 1)th data unit at time 1. The last scenario 𝑠𝑖 refers to a receiver
active for at least 𝑖 time units and the sender does not send 𝑖th data at time 0, (𝑖 − 1)th data at time
1, and so on. Summarizing all scenarios of not receiving 𝑖 time units old data, the probability 𝑄𝑖 is
calculated as:

𝑄𝑖 = 1 −
∑𝑗≤𝑅∗

𝑗=𝑖
𝑅 𝑗 ·

∏𝑗≤𝑖
𝑗=0

(
1 − 𝑃 𝑗

)
︸                             ︷︷                             ︸

scenario 𝑠𝑖

−
∑𝑚≤𝑖

𝑚=1

(
𝑅𝑖−𝑚 ·

∏𝑗≤𝑖
𝑗=𝑚

(
1 − 𝑃 𝑗

) )
︸                                    ︷︷                                    ︸

scenarios 𝑠0,...,𝑠𝑖−1

(4)

The first sum in the formula computes the probability of scenario 𝑠𝑖 , while the second sum covers
the remaining 𝑖 scenarios (𝑠0, ..., 𝑠𝑖−1) by summing up the respective probabilities of occurrence
for each scenario. The probabilities of all scenarios can be accumulated because all scenarios are
disjoint. We also use the following equivalent formulation for conciseness:

𝑄𝑖 = 1 −
∑𝑗≤𝑅∗

𝑗=0

(
𝑅 𝑗 ·

∏
𝑘∈𝑆 (𝑖, 𝑗) (1 − 𝑃𝑘 )

)
, (5)

where the sets of indexes 𝑆 (𝑖, 𝑗) are defined as:

𝑆 (𝑖, 𝑗) =
{
{𝑖 − 𝑗, . . . , 𝑖} 𝑗 < 𝑖

{0, . . . , 𝑖} otherwise
(6)

4.3 Optimization of Data Reception
The optimal data selection probability vector 𝑷 is derived using an optimization formulation based
on the specified reception probability 𝑸spec, receiver listening interval distribution 𝑹, and packet
size 𝑁 . For simplicity, it is still assumed that 𝛿 = 1. A generalization to arbitrary activation intervals
𝛿 is discussed in Section 5.1.
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ALGORITHM 1: First Fit Decreasing
1 Function FirstFit(𝑷 , 𝑁):
2 𝜌𝑖, 𝑗 ← 0 ∀𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁 }, 𝑗 ∈ {0, . . . , 𝑃∗}
3 for (𝑖, 𝑃𝑖 ) | 𝑃𝑖 ∈ 𝑷 ; in descending order of 𝑃𝑖 do
4 for 𝑗 = 1 to 𝑁 do
5 if

∑
𝝆𝒋 ≤ 1 − 𝑃𝑖 then

6 𝜌 𝑗,𝑖 ← 𝑃𝑖 ; mark 𝑃𝑖 as assigned
7 break

8 if 𝑃𝑖 is not marked as assigned then
9 return failure

10 return 𝝆

The optimization problem is stated as follows:

maximize: min
0≤𝑖≤𝑄spec∗

{
𝑄𝑖/𝑄spec

𝑖

}
(7)

subject to: 0 ≤ 𝑃𝑖 ≤ 1 ∀𝑖 ∈ {0, . . . , 𝑃∗} (8)∑
0≤𝑖≤𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 − 𝜖 (9)

The objective function (7) maximizes the minimum ratio between the elements of 𝑸 and the
corresponding element of 𝑸spec. Therefore, the objective maximizes the data utility 𝑈 (𝑸,𝑸spec)
specified in (2). The constraints specified in (8) ensure that all elements of 𝑷 are valid probability
values. Constraint (9) ensures that the number of data units selected does not exceed the data
packet size 𝑁 . The parameter 𝜖 is used to strengthen the requirement of at most 𝑁 data units per
data packet. This additional slack is used in the bin packing stage that is described in the next
section, see also Fig. 4.

The optimization formulation specified in equations (7) to (9) is proven to be convex (see proof
in Appendix A.1). Given the convexity of the problem, it can be solved efficiently and optimally
by any of the available convex optimization solvers [6]. A feasible solution is returned as long as
𝑁 − 𝜖 ≥ 0.

4.4 Optimal Data Selection Policy
The optimal selection probability 𝑷 of data units cannot directly be used to decide whether a data
unit is transmitted in a given interval, as this would lead to a variable data packet size. Therefore,
a final partitioning step is added to distribute these probabilities to the 𝑁 slots of a fixed size
data packet. To guarantee that no duplicates are selected for transmission, First Fit bin packing
(Algorithm 1) is used to determine individual probability mass functions for each of the 𝑁 data
slots of a data packet. The parameter 𝜖 in (9) is used to account for partitioning loss, so that no
more than the available 𝑁 data slots are used. The probability mass functions for each of the 𝑁
slots of a data packet are summarized in a data selection policy matrix 𝝆, where rows 𝝆𝒊 refer to
the probability mass function for selecting the data unit of the 𝑖th data slot.

The exact procedure for obtaining an optimal data selection policy 𝝆 is described in Algorithm 2.
The slack variable 𝜖 is initialized to zero (Line 1). This is followed by finding the optimal selection
probability vector 𝑷 using the optimization formulation (Line 2). The optimizer returns 𝑷 such
that

∑
𝑖 𝑃𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 − 𝜖 . Then the algorithm attempts partitioning 𝑷 into 𝑁 unit sized bins using First

Fit Decreasing bin packing (Algorithm 1). In case the partitioning succeeds, a matrix 𝝆 with its
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ALGORITHM 2: Optimal Data Selection Policy
Input: 𝑸spec, 𝑹, 𝑁
Output:Matrix 𝝆 with 𝑁 rows of probability mass functions

1 for 𝜖 = {0, 0.01, . . . , 𝑁 } do
2 𝑷 ← Solution of the optimization problem given in (7) to (9)
3 𝑋 ←FirstFit(𝑷 , 𝑁)

4 if 𝑋 ≠ failure then
5 𝝆 ← 𝑋

6 𝜌𝑖, 𝑗 ← 𝜌𝑖,𝑗∑
𝝆𝒊
∀𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁 }, 𝑗 ∈ {0, . . . , 𝑃∗}

7 return 𝝆

𝑁 rows being the required 𝑁 partitions is obtained. The algorithm normalizes each row of 𝝆 to
receive valid probability mass functions (Line 6) and returns the resulting 𝝆. If bin packing is not
successful, i.e., more than 𝑁 bins are required, then 𝜖 is incremented by an arbitrary, predefined
step of 0.01 and the procedure is repeated.

At run time, the sender makes the 𝑖th selection decision by randomly sampling from the resulting
𝝆𝒊 (see also Fig. 4). Since, each element of 𝑷 exists in exactly one probability mass function, it is
guaranteed that each data unit is selected at most once per data packet. Therefore, the calculation
of 𝑄𝑖 (the probability of receiving data of age 𝑖 · 𝛿) in (5) holds when packet selection is done using
𝝆 as explained here.
After discussing a number of generalizations in the next section, the implementation of the

run-time mechanisms on a real-world batteryless sensor node is discussed in Section 6.

5 MODEL GENERALIZATIONS
In the following we generalize the model to allow for different time units 𝛿 , add support for aggre-
gated sensor values, introduce run-time harvesting awareness, and to incorporate communication
over a lossy channel.

5.1 Relaxing Activation Interval
The parameter 𝛿 characterizes the interval between consecutive activations of the sender. While
𝛿 = 1was assumed in the presentation of the model, in reality it needs to be adapted to the harvested
input power pwrin to guarantee sustainable operation. For this reason, a mechanism for scaling the
specification of the receiver behavior �̃� and the requirement 𝑸spec to arbitrary 𝛿 is needed.
Remember that �̃�spec and �̃� are defined for the lowest time granularity 𝛿0. As the interval 𝛿 is

defined to be an integer multiple of 𝛿0, the scaled model inputs 𝑸spec and 𝑹 can be received by
down-sampling the specifications.
Several aggregation options like mean, min or max could be used for �̃�spec. In this work, the

probability of receiving a packet at any point in time within the down-sampling interval is used,
corresponding to the following equation:

𝑄
spec
𝑖 = 1 −

∏𝑗< (𝑖+1) ·𝛿
𝑗=𝑖 ·𝛿

(
1 − �̃�spec

𝑗

)
(10)

This avoids relaxing of the specification through aggregation and smooths hard transitions for
large intervals.
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To receive a valid 𝑹 that represents a listening interval probability mass function, the intermediate
probabilities of �̃� are accumulated for each aggregation interval:

𝑅𝑖 =
∑𝑗< (𝑖+1) ·𝛿

𝑗=𝑖 ·𝛿 �̃� 𝑗 (11)

Therefore, when specifying 𝑸spec or 𝑹 in the model, it is implicitly assumed that these values
are determined using (10) and (11) for the contextual value of the activation interval 𝛿 .

5.2 Aggregated Sensor Values
While the introduction of the model focused on transmitting aging sensor values, the model can be
extended to incorporate aggregate values. More specifically, we consider lossy compression of the
long-term history using the Haar wavelet transformation [26]. Among the resulting coefficients
the most significant ones are transmitted, with a decreasing probability specification.
To include 𝑃agg∗ aggregate values, the selection probability vector 𝑷 agg is introduced, where

its individual components 𝑃agg
𝑘

define the probability of including the 𝑘 th aggregate value in a
data packet. The components of the corresponding reception probabilities 𝑸agg are calculated
analogously to the probability of receiving aging values in (5). In contrast to aging values, the
calculation is time-invariant:

𝑄
agg
𝑘

= 1 −
∑𝑗≤𝑅∗

𝑗=0
𝑅 𝑗 ·

(
1 − 𝑃agg

𝑘

) 𝑗+1
(12)

By augmenting the vectors 𝑷 , 𝑸 and 𝑸spec with the corresponding variables and specifications
for the aggregated values 𝑷 agg, 𝑸agg, and 𝑸spec,agg, the original optimization formulation given
in equations (7) to (9) is extended to support aggregate values. Note that in the calculation of 𝑄𝑖

for aging values (5), only elements of 𝑷 which are not in 𝑷 agg are used. This extension does not
impact the convexity of the optimization formulation (see proof in Appendix A.2). Optimal policy
generation using Algorithm 2 is therefore guaranteed. Neither the algorithms, nor the run-time
selection mechanisms need to be updated to support aggregate values. The only addition needed is
the actual calculation of the aggregate values at run time.

5.3 Energy Harvesting Awareness
Inherent changes in the environment lead to a time varying input power pwrin. Changes in pwrin
demand an update of 𝛿 to satisfy condition (1) for sustainable operation and consequently a
model change. To support energy harvesting aware data selection, the optimal selection policy
calculation is repeated for a set input power levels in the offline optimization: using the energy
model of the sensor node, the minimum 𝛿 for long-term sustainable operation under the assumption
of a constant power level is computed based on (1). With the specifications �̃�spec and �̃� scaled
accordingly, the schedule is optimized using Algorithm 2. The generated optimal selection policy
𝝆 and the corresponding 𝛿 for the considered power levels are summarized in a policy pool and
deployed on the sensor node.
For selecting the optimal policy at run time, the sensor node deploys a duty-cycle adaptation

mechanism that updates 𝛿 . The adaptation and energy estimation procedures used for this are
beyond the scope of this work, we refer the reader to existing run-time adaptation methods
[1, 7, 21, 28]. To adapt the communication policy accordingly, the optimal selection policy 𝝆 with
the activation interval closest to the new duty-cycle is loaded from the policy pool and forwarded
to the run-time packet selection.
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Fig. 6. The transient Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) sensor node is based on the CC2650 system on a chip
(SoC). The SoC interfaces a real-time clock (RTC) with separate backup power domain and a ferroelectric
RAM (FRAM) to provide timekeeping capabilities and data retention across power failures. For batteryless
operation, the node relies on the Energy Management Unit (EMU) and energy burst principle introduced in
[14] and a solar panel as energy source.

6 SENSOR NODE IMPLEMENTATION
For testing the proposed communication scheme in a real-world sensing scenario, we designed a
custom batteryless Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) sensor node. Any BLE enabled Android smartphone
can receive and decode the sent data using our receiver application.

The sensor node hardware design, firmware and Android application sources are released to the
public as part of this publication 1.

6.1 Transient Sensor Node
Being a transient sensor node, the energy buffer is dimensioned to only support the minimum
atomic operation that guarantees progress, therefore belonging to the most restricted share of
batteryless systems. The execution is fully dictated by the environment, as the device accumulates
ambient energy in a small buffer until enough energy is available for the next step of the application.

Hardware Platform The transient BLE sensor node is based on the Texas Instruments CC2650
system on a chip (SoC). Its architecture is detailed in the diagram in Fig. 6. For batteryless operation,
the energy management circuitry presented in [14] is integrated with a small energy buffer of
𝐶buf = 200 µF and configured with a constant energy burst size. The sensor node is deployed with
an AM-5412 solar panel of 50mm × 33mm size covering the back of the node to harvest energy
from ambient light. A backup power domain for the external AM0815 real-time clock (RTC) enables
persistent timekeeping across several hours of energy unavailability using a backup capacitor of
𝐶bak = 320 µF. The buffer of this backup domain is recharged as part of an activation of the sensor
node. An external FM25V10 ferroelectric RAM (FRAM) memory is included for energy efficient
storing of the sensor data history, aggregate values, and system state. For sensing the ambient
temperature and humidity an SHT31 sensor is integrated on the node platform. The transient
sensor node was implemented as a custom printed circuit board (PCB) that is shown in Fig. 7.

Software The application logic is implemented on top of the Contiki operating system [12]
that comes with the required radio drivers to send standardized BLE data packets. Driver support
for interfacing the Energy Management Unit (EMU), sensor, timer and FRAM was added to the
operating system and the start-up sequence was optimized for fast and energy efficient start-up.
The following sequence of operations are performed by the sensor node during one activation (see
also Fig. 4):
(1) Restore the system and data buffer states from the FRAM,

1available at: https://gitlab.ethz.ch/tec/public/employees/sigristl/transient_ble_node
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Fig. 7. The custom designed transient sensor node used to implement and evaluate the communication
scheme has a small size of only 35mm × 53mm, about the size of the match-box show in the background. It
is powered from the solar panel mounted on the back of the node.

(2) Increase the system voltage to 3.3V and start recharging the timer backup domain’s capacitor
𝐶bak,

(3) Readout the current time and sensor data, and store them as a new data unit in the FRAM
data history,

(4) Once a day, compress the accumulated 6min aggregates using the Haar wavelet transform
and store the 10 most relevant coefficients as aggregate values,

(5) Estimate the time-based power level to load the corresponding optimal policy 𝝆 from the
policy pool,

(6) Sample probabilistically according to 𝝆 to get the selection of data units to include in the
next data packet,

(7) Load the selected data units from the FRAM, assemble them in a BLE packet, and broadcast
it on all BLE advertisement channels (CH37-CH39),

(8) Back up data buffer and system state and enter deep sleep at the minimal system voltage of
2.3V.

In cases of extended periods of energy unavailability, the RTC backup domain eventually runs
out of energy. This means that the timer is reset as soon as its supply is restored as part of the
next successful sensor node activation. The loss of the time reference irrevocably invalidates the
timestamps of the locally buffered sensor data, therefore demanding to clear buffered data units
under these circumstances.

6.2 Smartphone Receivers
Commodity smartphones, Samsung Galaxy A3 (2016), were used as receiver devices for data collec-
tion. Our application scans for BLE advertisement packets in the background and logs timestamped
packet data to internal memory. The collected traces are later post-processed for the performance
analysis detailed in the following section.

7 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The experimental evaluation demonstrates the feasibility of implementing our optimized com-
munication scheme for infrastructure-less sensing using batteryless sensor nodes. The scheme is
realizable in an application with a small energy footprint (Section 7.2) and scalable for dense deploy-
ment of a high number of independent sensor beacons and receivers (Section 7.3). By comparison
of the simulation and experimental results in Section 7.4, it is confirmed that the model abstracts
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Fig. 8. The considered problem specifications consist of �̃�spec specifying the relative importance of sensor
data, and a stochastic model �̃� of the receivers’ listening interval.

the characteristics of the considered scenario with high accuracy. The optimized communication
scheme leads to a significant improvement in terms of data utility as is shown in Section 7.5. Fi-
nally, the real-world deployments presented in Section 7.6 demonstrate the long-term autonomous
operation of sensor beacons and the harvesting-aware adaptation of the communication policy in
two different scenarios.

7.1 Evaluation Setups
We begin with the introduction of the setups used for all experiments and simulations. Each
experiment or simulation has two different aspects: Firstly, a problem specification defining the
required reception probability �̃�spec and the receiver model �̃�. Secondly, a setup which specifies
how a given evaluation is conducted.
In the evaluation we focus on the problem specification (�̃�spec, �̃�) consisting of the �̃�spec spec-

ification for monitoring and the �̃� characteristics of an office deployment, both shown in Fig. 8,
and a data packet size of 𝑁 = 4 matching the sensor node implementation. It should however be
noted that the proposed scheme is very flexible and supports arbitrary specifications of �̃�spec, �̃�,
and 𝑁 . To demonstrate this flexibility, an additional problem specification consisting of �̃�spec for
feedback controlled applications and a receiver characteristic �̃� abstracting a kitchen scenario is
evaluated under real-world conditions. In the considered problem specifications, �̃�spec specifies
the importance of the 200 considered data values as a function of their age. The additional 10
aggregates represent the 10 most significant wavelet coefficients which are used for reconstruction
of long-term temperature/humidity time series. In the office scenario, the receiver active times �̃�
follow a Poisson distribution with arrival rate _ = 30 s. For the kitchen scenario, a superposition of
two Poisson distributions with arrival rates of _ = 5 s and _ = 30 s are considered. Based on this
problem specification the optimized communication policies are generated for 6 power levels that
correspond to one sensor node activation every {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} s.

In addition to the optimal policy, we consider three baseline scenarios: a) a deterministic baseline
transmitting the most recent values, i.e., not considering �̃�spec nor �̃�, b) a policy optimization only
considering �̃�, without distinguishing the importance of different sensor values, and c) a policy
optimization in which only the relative importance �̃�spec is considered. These four schemes are
compared to investigate the importance of the model inputs required for policy optimization.

The above problem specifications are evaluated in the following setups:
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Controlled Power Level Emulation In the first set of experiments the sensor node is supplied
continuously from a power supply, bypassing the integrated Energy Management Unit (EMU).
The node is triggered periodically from a signal generator emulating an constant harvesting
power. Upon triggering, the sensor node performs all actions part of a single activation (sense
values, process and store values, transmit values, see the detailed procedure in Section 6.1).
The activation period is set in accordance with the stated power levels. This experiment lasts
for 4 h at each power level.

Energy Harvesting-Driven Office Scenario In this experiment the sensor node is deployedwith
the EMU and a solar panel to operate fully autonomously. The real-world experiment is
carried out in an office environment with the sensor node placed on a table, 0.5m away
from a window. The solar panel of the transient sensor node faces towards the ceiling and is
exposed to a mixture of artificial office lighting and indirect natural light. A RocketLogger
measurement device [37] instruments the sensor node to trace the sensor node activations
by observing the EMU trigger signal and to monitor the ambient illuminance level next to
the solar panel. Illuminance levels varying from 300 lx to 800 lx at daytime and a few shorter
intervals of several minutes with illuminance levels up to 1400 lx were observed during the
45 h long experiment.

Energy Harvesting-Driven Kitchen Scenario In a second real-world harvesting experiment
the sensor node is deployed at the wall in a kitchen, 0.3m away from a window. Again,
the sensor node is instrumented to trace its run-time behavior and a smartphone receiver
is placed in a kitchen drawer 3m away. The illuminance levels observed during the 9 day
long experiment varied between 150 lx to 1 000 lx at daytime, and include 15min of direct
exposure to sunlight of up to 20 klx in the late afternoon.

Model Based Scenario Simulation The performance in terms of data utility𝑈 (𝑸,𝑸spec) is eval-
uated in different scenarios using the model based simulation. It consists of the comparison
of the optimized communication policy to three baseline scenarios, and a model sensitivity
analysis with respect to the receiver characteristics �̃�.

In the experimental setups, an always-on smartphone is placed near the sensors and continuously
logs the received data packets. The intermittent receiver behavior characterized by �̃� is introduced
in the post-processing, by only considering the packets received within the time window where
the specific intermittent receivers are active. This analysis was performed independently for each
power level, and we randomly generate 4000 intermittent receivers for each level. The time at
which they start listening is chosen from a uniform random distribution and their listening interval
is sampled from �̃�.

In the two energy harvesting-driven experiments, the power level is dictated by the environment.
To perform the analysis in these setups, we identify time windows in which the average power
remains relatively constant. Specifically, when performing the analysis for a power level with an
activation interval 𝛿 , we consider 60 s periods where the average activation interval of the sensor
node 𝛿avg is within 𝛿±0.1. The intermittent receivers are activated such that their listening intervals
are contained in the aforementioned time windows of relatively constant power.

7.2 Sensor Node Characterization
To calibrate the energy model, the energy required for one task activation, 𝐸activation, is needed. The
implemented sensor node was characterized using the controlled power level emulation setup. The
resulting energy model is then used in the offline policy pool generation, as well as at run time for
input power estimation. The RocketLogger measurement device [37] was used to characterize the
energy consumption of a single activation (at 3.3V), as well as the system’s deep sleep power (at
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Table 1. Transient Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) sensor node operation characteristics in terms of energy and
time: mean of 12 819 activations, including the 95 % percentile of the absolute deviation from the mean.

Energy/Power Duration

Activation Total (3.3V) 162.90 ± 1.01 µJ 12.62 ± 0.14ms
Deep Sleep (2.3V) 3.91 µW -
Run-Time Mechanism (3.3V) 8.08 ± 0.12 µJ 0.73 ± 0.01ms

2.3V). To collect a significant number of samples the external triggering was kept constant at short
periods. The results for more than 12 000 activations are summarized in Table 1 and demonstrate
a very small energy requirement of only 𝐸activation ≈ 163 µJ per activation. Only a small amount
thereof, i.e., 8 µJ, is needed for the communication policy run-time mechanism, demonstrating the
low overhead of the presented communication scheme.

7.3 Model-Based Scalability Analysis
For the scalability analysis of many transmitting sensor beacons we consider 𝑀 devices within
communication range of each other. The wireless channel accesses are assumed random, as each
sensor beacon independently harvests energy from the non-deterministic and spatially variable
environment. With a time on air of 0.376ms for a full BLE advertisement packet [36] and a sensor
activation period of 10 s, the collision probability of the considered pure ALOAH communication
scheme with𝑀 sensor beacons operating in parallel is calculated as:

Prcoll = 1 − (1 − 𝑞) (𝑀−1) = 1 −
(
1 − 2 · 0.376ms

10 s

) (𝑀−1)
(13)

The beacons broadcast a data packet on all BLE advertisement channels to increase the chance of
reception for scanning receiver devices. The collision probability Prcoll is still calculated using (13),
as the deterministic advertisement channel hopping sequence guarantees no collision on any
channel if there is no collision on the first advertisement channel. For a dense deployment of
𝑀 = 100 beacons within the restricted communication range, equation (13) evaluates to a collision
probability of less than 0.8 %. Collisions with other sensor beacons can therefore be considered
minimal when compared to the higher probability of interference from other sources like WiFi or
Bluetooth communication [18]. The scalability of BLE advertisement based communication has
also been confirmed experimentally in [30]. Reliable communication was demonstrated in a dense
deployment with more than 200 sensor nodes within the range of a single receiver.

The fully passive receiver behavior guarantees by design a scalability to an unbounded number
of receiver devices.

7.4 Model Accuracy
To validate the model accuracy, the controlled power level emulation setup described in Section 7.1
was used. The reception probabilities𝑸 for the power level with 𝛿 = 1 are shown in Fig. 9. This figure
compares the ideal (𝑸 lossless), the measured (𝑸 experiment), and the packet loss compensated
reception probability (𝑸 lossy) with the scaled specification 𝛼 · 𝑸spec. The scaling factor 𝛼 relates
to the maximum utility that resulted from the offline schedule optimization as specified in (3). The
first 𝑸 refers to the theoretical value obtained by solving the optimization formulation introduced
in Section 4. Comparing it to 𝛼 · 𝑸spec shows that the optimization formulation in (7) to (9) finds
a correct packet selection policy 𝝆 that results in a data reception probability 𝑸 that maximizes
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Fig. 9. The model accuracy experiment results with 𝛿 = 1 demonstrate a high model accuracy.

Table 2. The model error analysis for the model accuracy experiment shows very small errors for all power
levels pwrin.

𝛿 Power pwrin 𝛼 Max. Error RMSE

1 163 µW 0.77 0.0481 0.0132
2 81.5 µW 0.58 0.0420 0.0113
3 54.33 µW 0.53 0.0419 0.0132
4 40.75 µW 0.5 0.0388 0.0157
5 32.6 µW 0.47 0.0341 0.0121

the data utility as specified in (3). The experimental results for 𝑸 are slightly lower than the
model, because the model assumes a lossless communication channel. In the actual deployment
the sensor nodes were placed in an office environment, where the frequency channel is heavily
occupied. Augmenting the model to account for a time-invariant packet reception rate 𝑃𝑅𝑅 and
using the empirically observed value (91.8 % for the shown power level), results in 𝑸 lossy. With
this compensation factor the theoretical and the experimentally observed reception probabilities
match. The model error analysis for all power levels is summarized in Table 2. The table states
the maximum absolute error and Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) between the measured and
packet loss compensated 𝑸 for all power levels. The consistently low errors across all power levels
demonstrate the correctness of our model introduced in Section 3.2, and the correct implementation
of the communication scheme.

7.5 Data Utility Analysis
We perform a sensitivity analysis of the communication policy with respect to the receiver’s
listening characteristic �̃�. Furthermore, we compare the proposed communication policy to three
baseline policies. Both evaluations use themodel based scenario simulation setup and do not consider
aggregate values, since not all baseline policies support sending aggregate values.

To perform the sensitivity analysis, we examine the impact on data utility when the actual receiver
behavior differs from the model used during optimization. We generate the optimal communication
policies for 200 additional receiver models and calculate their data utility. In these models the
receiver active times follow a Poisson distribution with arrival rates _ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 200}.
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Fig. 10. The data utility provided by policies optimized for specific values of _ and the deterministic baseline
scheme in comparison to the optimally achievable data utility.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the data utility of the optimal scheme with three baseline policies that consider only
a subset of the problem specification.

The results of the sensitivity analysis are given in Fig. 10. The optimal policy shows the utility
when the actual receiver behavior (the specific value of _) is identical to the value for which the
optimal communication policy is generated. This represents the maximum achievable utility, which
requires precise knowledge of the receiver behavior. The policy for _ = 15, henceforth called policy
15 shows the data utility for different _ of the simulated receiver when the optimal communication
policy is generated for _ = 15. The data utility of policy 15 is significantly lower than the optimum
for _ < 15. This indicates that the data utility is fairly sensitive to the receiver characteristics.
Therefore, it is important to optimize the policy for the specific receiver behavior. For _ = 15, policy
15 provides the optimal utility, since there is no mismatch between the actual receiver behavior
and the one used for generating the optimal communication policy. For _ > 15, we see that the
data utility remains unchanged. Even though the receiver is listening for longer, additional gains in
utility cannot be observed. This is explained by the fact that the value of the data utility is dictated
by the most recent sensor values (see (2)). The reception probability of these values do not improve
if the receiver is active for longer. Figure 10 also shows the data utility for communication policies
optimized with _ = 10, 20. The data utility of these policies follow a similar trend as policy 15, while
reaching the optimal data utility at their respective optimization points.
For comparison we perform the data utility analysis with three baseline policies that consider

𝑸spec only, 𝑹 only, and none of them, i.e. transmitting the most recent values only. The resulting data
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Fig. 12. Real-world harvesting office use-case results with 𝛿 = 1: high model accuracy despite additional
sources of error.

Table 3. The model errors analysis for real-world harvesting use-case experiment in an office deployment
with illuminance levels varying from 300 lx to 800 lx demonstrates high model accuracy. The statistically not
significant results for the 𝛿 = 2 were omitted.

𝛿 Power pwrin Illuminance 𝛼 Max. Error RMSE Duration

1 163 µW 775 lx 0.77 0.1099 0.0306 2028 s
2 81.5 µW NaN lx NaN NaN NaN 35 s
3 54.33 µW 459 lx 0.53 0.0875 0.0334 1926 s
4 40.75 µW 412 lx 0.5 0.0970 0.0372 4539 s
5 32.6 µW 391 lx 0.47 0.1099 0.0481 1896 s
6 27.17 µW 378 lx 0.48 0.1457 0.0610 1087 s

utility values for all four policies are shown in Fig. 11, again as a function of the _ of the simulated
receiver. For low values of _ the data utility of the deterministic and 𝑸spec only baselines remains
at 0. However, as _ increases the data utility eventually increases and reaches the optimal utility:
for the deterministic baseline the utility increases as the receivers’ listening interval approaches
the considered history length of 200 s. For the 𝑸spec only baseline an increasing data utility is
observed for considerably shorter listening intervals. This demonstrates the necessity of specifying
the relative importance of the desired sensor values. Furthermore, the results for the 𝑹 only baseline
demonstrate that optimizing for the specific receiver behavior results in a considerable data utility
increase already at low values of _. However, not considering the relative importance𝑸spec of sensor
values can lead to significant variability in data utility, as is visible for values of _ between 40 and 70.
This is because the optimization objective (7) relies on full knowledge of the𝑸spec parameter. For the
𝑹 only baseline 𝑸spec was assumed uniform, i.e. all sensor values were considered equally important.
Considering both specifications, 𝑸spec and 𝑹, allows deriving the optimal policy presented in this
work. It is important to note that the utility achieved by the optimal communication policy is no
less than the one provided by the considered baseline policies for any value of _. This substantiates
the optimality of the proposed communication scheme.
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Fig. 13. Real-world harvesting results for the kitchen scenario with a feedback specification with 𝛿 = 3: high
model accuracy despite additional sources of error.

Table 4. Themodel errors analysis for the kitchen use-case experiment in the kitchen scenario with illuminance
levels varying from 150 lx to 1 000 lx.

𝛿 Power pwrin Illuminance 𝛼 Max. Error RMSE Duration

1 163 µW 681 lx 0.81 0.3463 0.0893 46522 s
2 81.5 µW 489 lx 0.85 0.1097 0.0265 3375 s
3 54.33 µW 421 lx 0.85 0.1966 0.0426 1250 s
4 40.75 µW 277 lx 0.81 0.1672 0.0564 1165 s
5 32.6 µW 268 lx 0.85 0.1467 0.0514 918 s
6 27.17 µW 250 lx 0.83 0.1769 0.0600 890 s

7.6 Real-World Harvesting Use-Case
To evaluate the model accuracy under real-world harvesting conditions we used the two energy
harvesting-driven setups in an office and a kitchen environment, as detailed in Section 7.1.
Office Scenario with Monitoring Specification The resulting reception probabilities 𝑸 are pre-

sented in Fig. 12 for the power level with 𝛿 = 1. The error observed here is slightly higher
when compared to the model accuracy experiment in Section 7.4. This is expected, because
the activation interval of the sensor node is not controlled, but variable and dictated by the
environment. Small deviations in sensor node activation intervals are the primary cause of
the higher errors in the data reception probabilities. However, the results still show a high
model accuracy.
Table 3 summarizes the model error analysis for the packet loss compensated model at
different power levels. The results for 𝛿 = 2 are omitted, as the environment conditions in the
experiment did not allow the sensor node to operate at this power level for long enough time.
Therefore, no statistically significant results could be extracted using the analysis method
described in Section 7.1. The table shows low errors for all power levels with a maximum
RMSE of 0.061 for the 𝛿 = 6 power level. The high model accuracy for all power levels
demonstrates that the sensor node is able to dynamically adapt the communication policy to
changing harvesting conditions.

Kitchen Scenario with Feedback Specification Similar to the above scenario, Table 4 summa-
rizes errors of the packet loss compensated model for all power levels, and Fig. 13 shows
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a representative example of the reception probabilities 𝑸 for the power level with 𝛿 = 3.
With RMSE errors comparable to those of the office scenario, the results confirm the flexible
applicability of the proposed communication scheme to various application scenarios. The
higher error numbers observed for the 𝛿 = 1 power level are most likely attributed to the
abrupt change in �̃�spec (step from 1 to 0 at 𝛿 = 15, as shown in Fig. 8) in combination with
the minimal timestamp resolution of 1 s of the sensor data. This can result in increased model
errors for sensor values with an age around the sharp drop of �̃�spec at 𝛿 = 15.

Overall, these results confirm the accuracy and flexibility of the model and the adaptability of
the presented communication scheme under varying harvesting conditions.

8 CONCLUSION
In this work, we motivate the use of infrastructure-less sensor beacons for autonomous long-term
sensing. In the considered scenario, receivers are mobile and therefore intermittently within the
communication range of sensor beacons. To model the receiver mobility we introduce a stochastic
model. Based on this model and a specification of the relative importance of data, we derive an
optimized communication scheme. The scheme is implemented and evaluated on a custom-designed
batteryless BLE sensor node powered by ambient light. The results show that the sensor beacon
architecture is realizable and can sense the ambient conditions at a frequency of up to 1Hz under
office harvesting conditions at 775 lx. In addition, we show that the proposed communication scheme
can be implemented in resource constrained embedded platforms. Results from the real-world
deployment match the theoretically expected values in all considered setups. Amulti-day harvesting
experiment under indoor office light conditions demonstrates that the proposed communication
scheme adapts well to the changing harvesting conditions and closely matches the specification.
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A OPTIMIZATION FORMULATION CONVEXITY
Here, we prove that the optimization formulation proposed in (7) to (9) and its extension with
aggregate values in Section 5.2 is convex in 𝑷 . We will refer to 𝑄𝑖 as 𝑄𝑖 (𝑷 , 𝑹) to explicitly show
that it is a function of 𝑷 and 𝑹.
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A.1 Convexity of Optimization Formulation
The optimization formulation specified in equations (7) to (9) is convex.

Lemma A.1. The function 𝑑 (𝑖, 𝑷 ) = −𝑄𝑖 (𝑷 , 𝑹)/𝑄 spec
𝑖 is convex ∀𝑖 ∈ {0, 1 . . . 𝑄 spec∗}.

Proof. To prove convexity, we need to prove that 𝑑 (𝑖, 𝑷 ) is twice differentiable and that its
Hessian is positive-semi-definite. Differentiating 𝑑 (𝑖, 𝑷 ) w.r.t 𝑃𝑢 and 𝑃𝑣 , we get the following
expression:

𝑑𝑃𝑢𝑃𝑣 (𝑖, 𝑷 ) =
1

𝑄
spec
𝑖

·




0 if 𝑣 = 𝑢

∨𝑢 > 𝑖

∨𝑣 > 𝑖
𝑗≤𝑃∗∑
𝑗=𝑖−𝑤

𝑅 𝑗 ·
∏

𝑘∈𝑆 (𝑖, 𝑗)/{𝑢,𝑣 }
(1 − 𝑃𝑘 ) otherwise

(14)

where𝑤 = min {𝑢, 𝑣}. Since 𝑹 has no negative element and 0 ≤ 𝑃𝑖 ≤ 1 ∀𝑖 ∈ {0, . . . , 𝑃∗}, 𝑑𝑃𝑢𝑃𝑣 (𝑷 )
is non-negative ∀𝑖, 𝑢, 𝑣 ∈ {0, . . . , 𝑃∗}. Therefore, the Hessian of 𝑑 (𝑖, 𝑷 ) is positive-semi-definite in
the specified domain of 𝑷 . Having a semi-positive-definite Hessian is a sufficient condition for
convexity [6] and 𝑑 (𝑖, 𝑷 ) is convex in 𝑷 . □

Lemma A.2. The objective function (7) is convex with respect to 𝑷 .

Proof. From Lemma A.1, it can be seen that −𝑄𝑖/𝑄spec
𝑖 is convex with respect to 𝑷 . The objective

in (7) can be transformed to the following dual form:
minimize max

0≤𝑖≤𝑄spec∗ {−𝑄𝑖/𝑄spec
𝑖 } (15)

In (15), the max of 𝑛 convex functions is computed. As the max of convex functions is also convex,
the objective requires minimizing a convex function. □

Theorem A.3. The optimization formulation specified in equations (7) to (9) is convex.
Proof. The objective (7) requiresmaximizing a concave function orminimizing a convex function

(Lemma A.2). Constraints (8) and (9) are affine. Therefore, the optimization problem is convex. □

A.2 Convexity of Aggregates Extension
Augmenting the optimization formulation in (7) to (9), retains its convexity.

Lemma A.4. The function 𝑑agg (𝑖, 𝑷 ) = −𝑄agg
𝑖 /𝑄

spec,agg
𝑖 is convex ∀𝑖 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 𝑄 spec, agg∗}.

Proof. To prove convexity, we need to prove that 𝑑agg (𝑖, 𝑷 ) is twice differentiable and that its
Hessian is positive-semi-definite.

𝑑agg𝑃𝑢𝑃𝑣 (𝑖, 𝑷 ) =
1

𝑄
spec,agg
𝑖

·




𝑗≤𝑅∗∑
𝑗=1

𝑗 ( 𝑗 + 1)𝑅 𝑗

(
1 − 𝑃agg

𝑘

) ( 𝑗−1)
if 𝑢 = 𝑣 = 𝑖

0 otherwise

(16)

Using arguments similar to the ones used in Lemma A.1, it can be seen that the Hessian of 𝑑agg (𝑖, 𝑷 )
is positive-semi-definite, proving its convexity. □
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Theorem A.5. The optimization formulation specified in equations (7) to (9) remains convex after
adding aggregate values to the formulation.

Proof. We have proven that the individual components of the objective for aging and aggregate
values are convex (Lemmas A.1 and A.4). The objective (7) requires maximizing a concave function
or minimizing a convex function (Lemma A.2). Constraints (8) and (9) are affine. Therefore, the
optimization problem is convex. □
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